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too neat a betrayal …
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The Eater of Worlds
that doom-laden theme, reek
of panache and charm –
insidious storied lords,
more numerous than the planets
they’d consume ...
Don’t compare you to a slug, many-armed,
vicious teeth, bleeding effluent
as you eat and eat ...
Here, in this street, on this beach,
behind an office – anywhere outside
the bubble of the written –
you are nothing but a horror.
Armageddon sells
but this is one world you can’t remake.
When you eat it,
you eat yourself.
You can’t see it coming
but you’re about to swallow your tail.

Michael Aiken
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2030, Adani, a Retrospective
Remember Gujarat? Tidal mangroves were blocked
by bunds & embankments, Chinese MoU,
revenues from aluminium, polysilicon, animal feeds.
The Paris Climate, OECD delegates sipped their lattes,
declaiming coal dust, steam choking the fish,
bleached nuggets, burgeoning coral cemeteries.
We, with our winning smiles, tweeting environmental
charities, retweeting memes, protests, petitions, trending,
bracketed clauses in the draft agreement, spineless
politicians, Tourism Australia. Never mind Sir David
or Obama—we needed Murrawah, Amelia, Xiuhtezcatl
to sing the rewilding of grasslands, reefs, native title—
Who knew that Subrata Maity and Claude Alvares
defended the Mundra, or Mormugão Port in Goa from
pollution violations? The permits were not revoked.
When 10 per cent of robots lived in cities compliant
with WHO air quality guidelines, when the black
rhinoceros outnumbered the black-throated finch?
Nevertheless we sweltered, with news analysis full
blast, we dialled up air cons, we talked prophylactic
gene editing, from monkey to pig to homo saps.
We wrote dirges for the third world, prohibiting diesel
& motorcycle distributors, reversing neo-colonialism
with a corporate warrant to drill the Galilee basin.
Everyone was abused; the state’s litigations, economic
futures, First nations, mind & memory’s quaint algorithms,
poems festering, composed in acid rain; volatile
in smog.

Michelle Cahill
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Stop Adani
From Alpha to Hughenden, eight river basins flow, flood, funnel into the Galilee Basin.
Under the blessing of the golden sun, the benediction of life-giving rain,
Cared for by the Wangan and Jagalingou people for millennia –
Known, every billabong, every elbow of river, intimately by them.
Adani, Gautam, is worth 11.2 billion, moral worth nil. He
Does not have the traditional owners’ consent, he lies,
Acts as if the Wangan and Jagalingou support him. They don’t.
NAB, Westpac and CommBank are persuaded not to invest.
Instead Palaszczuk will fund with taxpayers’ dollars.
Accumulated coal – 29 billion glossy black tonnes
Nestles peacefully in its bed, innocent matter sleeping deeply.
Disturb this darkness at our peril.
Abbot Point coal terminal – home to foraging dugongs, slow moving turtles
Lithe snubfin dolphins. During the Wet, the Caley Valley Wetlands bursts,
Loquacious with 40,000 birds. Let them thrive. Let them be.
Carmichael equals calamity: coal is the biggest driver of climate change.
Over the coal beds, mature woodland, precious remnant vegetation, flourish.
Adani mining will suck billions of litres from the Great Artesian Basin
Leaving the Doongmabulla Springs to suffer irreparably.
Migratory birds will be disturbed, their traditional pathways trashed.
Inside the Great Barrier Reef Heritage Area 500 extra coal ships threaten oil spills,
Numerous increased boat-strike injuries, death to humpback whales and calves.
Extinction threatens the Southern black-throated finch, Ornamental Snake, Yakka skink.
Stand in solidarity with the Wangan and Jagalingou people. Stop Adani!

Anne M Carson with Julian Bailey
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Recipe for a Giant Pickle
Take one shovel
A big, big
BIG

shovel

Dig one hole
A big, big BLACK hole
Extract all carbon in form of coal (approx 2.3 billion tonnes)
Reserve for later
Into the big, big
BIG BLACK hole, pour:
All rights of the Wangan, Jagalingou and Juru indigenous people
120 billion litres of groundwater (if available)
Futures of Carmichael, Thompson, Barcoo, Diamantina, Flinders, Bulloo and Warrego rivers
Stir well before adding:
Lake Buchanan, Lake Galilee, Betts Creek, and as many small aquifers of the
Galilee and Great Artesian basins as you can get your hands on
(quantities subject to seasonal variation)
Slowly slide sand and soil of:
75,000 square kilometres of the Desert Uplands
into the big, big
BIG
BLACK hole
Using a sharp-bladed mixer, carefully blend in:
Large quantities and varieties of unique fauna – particularly Black Throated Finch
(Add Wallum Frogs and Sugar Gliders for colour and sweetness)
Over 14,000 species of irreplaceable indigenous flora – particularly rare boronia
(the rarer, the better)
Tip the remaining ingredients in and cover up:
23 laws relating to financial rectitude
Several large handfuls of environmental protection statues
One billion dollars of Australian taxpayers’ money
Sixty-nine thousand reef tourism jobs
(10,000 jobs should rise out of mixture to balance acidity)
The strongly held opinions of 12 million Australians
Australia’s international reputation
While you are waiting, take the 2.3 billion tonnes of carbon reserved earlier, and:
Slowly simmer one small blue planet

Anne Casey
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The Draining of the Artesian Basin for the Adani Mine
the water under the land
was pumped out to wash clean
black coal
that couldn't be cleaned
the land died
when the water below was drained
the birds, the trees, the people and animals
had no water to drink
in an office in Bombay
a man counted millions on his electronic screen
zero after zero
piled on top of each other
the zeros emigrated from the screen
and annihilated the land
and the beings on it and below it
the zeros turned into a vast barrenness
the legacy of coal

Di Cousens
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Black-Throated Finch
By the pool, their fingernail-sized gullets undulate briskly
As if they are guilty celebrities scoffing a midnight treat,
Their black cravats panting with excitement. They can’t
Stay in this kitchen heat for long; fluent in the language
Of dehydration, a fast tipple or else they’re dumbstruck.
Their image burned into extinction’s cyclopean retina,
As if this fragile flock gazed into the sun directly, or they
Were a picnic of ants fried by a bully’s magnifying glass.
The dam water is a current running through their bodies;
It sets off the electricity of their flight, as one they scatter
To the air, like a handful of wedding rice. Their fall might
Weigh as much; in the billionaire’s thoughts he’s ripped
Out the earth’s coal-black throat; the box trees cut open
Like rich sediment. Their habitat halved like a seed cake.

B R Dionysius

‘Black-Throated Finch’ was first published in the Red Room Company’s project
‘Clubs and Societies’.
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Dan Disney

Screens netflixed
while the yakka skink (hardly there) worked itself into a pre-extinction tizz
& graziers Acton et al. beamed like fat dull plums.

zigged like mozzies in the dark or a Datsun lost in Toorak. Zag.

then colliers carmichaeled, blameless.
On speculator charts, coal prices

Adani Mining Pty Ltd & Another v Adrian Burragubba, Patrick Malone & Irene White on behalf of the Wangan & Jagalingou People

The Moray Downs mooed.

or non-ironic stupor, & ‘jobs
jobs jobs’ kerthumped the mobs mobs mobs.

'rejoice!' inside a tight hat. The Queen’s Land sunglazed, whitelybrighthappily
XXXX-ing in bulldozer dreams

none) while Kiwi Barnaby bulged

The speech writers sat polishing turds.
The politicos roiled like incompetent ducks.
The oceans aghasted, vastly, again (in non-fiscal lingoes, bothering

John Kinsella, ‘Essay on Time (Being Graphology 20)’

clogsauxilariesontologymelodicadaptive semantics,
inatalifiumsmugetrphasimagionharaky(g)lingers … nation

happened

The Unspeakables

Hymn to the Commodity-fetish
yeah ok yeah why not
why not yeah for sure
what’s the harm the difference
the problem what seems for sure
you reckon why not for sure yeah
what harm what you reckon what
the megatons the weight the mass the cost
the form the coal the dust the dust
the subsidy the aid the help the indulgence
the tonnes the wait the sedent the watch
the gaze the quiet the place the climate
the story the dust the difference the dust
the shore for sure
the end the cease the stop the passage
the part the past the perish the launch
the waft the fail the drop the fade
the wend the melt the flit the lapse
the sputter the spill the split the quell
the butcher the britten the rid the firk
the send the speed the feeze the sluice
the royn the under the skittle the ice
the quench the shend the time the leese
the lees the swelt the shelf
the wreck the ruin the wretch
for sure the end for sure
the end

Jonathan Dunk
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Hamlet In The Mind Of A Country Schoolteacher
‘Adani killed my father’

These words were in Adam’s head when he woke up, but
he was unable to remember any dream they were part of
It was still daylight: he’d been having a nap
between class and the performance, starting at eight
He walked to the theatre, thinking about the play, went
inside: it was filthy; and a smell of gas from the
leaky radiator
He’d arrived early so he sat up the back, thinking to move
closer when others began to arrive
Hamlet’s problem, he thought, was that the only truths he
had to express were ones that no one, least of all himself
wanted to hear
Last time he’d been here was for a school production of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream; he populated the empty stage
with kids crawling over the set, and each other, in green
It emphasised an ecological theme, according to the
program, written by Nadia, the drama teacher: each of the
children’s different roles complemented the others’
Yet to Adam (I am an English teacher after all, he said to
himself in an aside), the children seemed more like an
alphabet than an ecosystem: forming different
letters and words as they moved across the stage, and up
and down different levels of the forest, by vine
He’d lost concentration and forgot about the plot; he was
still vague about it – unlike tonight’s play, which he knew
pretty well, and which would be performed by a touring
professional company of recognisable actors
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The blue shadow reminded him of his father (a ghost
rehearsing in the town theatre this bright summer evening?)
No: there was no sign of the cast; could it be gas, and in
any case his father was still alive, and not a miner
but an accountant?
What could he or Hamlet do, to stop the earth spinning to
perdition?
Pear trees grew, tree ferns too, rainforests with child-sized
snakes in them forming S’s and I’s and L’s: be careful in
the quiet
Nadia sat next to him, but was already looking at her
phone, so he didn’t zone in, only relatively, taking in his
surroundings
Yes, he had chosen the worst seat for comfort and view
so he could take that on as a martyr – he’d meant to move
but now he’d have to explain to Nadia; he was sure there
were mice droppings on the floor
He remembered being at the pub the day before, listening
to the pear farmers arguing about the Fortinbras mine, and
the likely effect on them, and their remedy for anger: a
night’s spotlighting
They sounded straight out of Aristotle, or rather like the
version of catharsis argued against by Aristotle’s critics
He spotted one or two of them now, looking and smelling
better than they did at the pub, except the pub was a
posher venue by far
The poster had suggested they were in for a sexy night of
TV stars half-clad and mournful, sponsored by a bank that
must be trying to look good, too
The sponsorship gave Adam a bad feeling, but he thought
that on the whole, he had to side with thinking, and a play
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about thinking – however compromising the night
or how it ended (unseasonable weather predicted)
You are the English teacher, after all, as Nadia had said
in the staffroom that afternoon

Michael Farrell

‘Hamlet In The Mind Of A Country Schoolteacher’ was joint winner of the Venie
Holmgren Environmental Poetry Prize 2017.
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Mr Adani
You like butterflies
So do I
You like seahorses
So do I
You like our coral reef
So do I
You love your son
I love mine
You expect grandchildren
I have two
We both expect they
will love butterflies
seahorses and
the coral reef
and their children
and their children
and their children
and their children
will too.
You are sure they will

I am not sure
that butterflies will fly
or seahorses swim
or the coral reef
will be here
I say to you
STOP your trade in coal
stop the burning
the approach of dark disaster
Then and only then
Can we expect
A life for our kids
and theirs
and theirs
and theirs
and theirs
a life with butterflies
and seahorses
and a great barrier reef.

Wendy Fleming
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Adani, what does it mean, what does Carmichael mean, for land rights,
wetlands and coral reefs?
We need look no further than your name
‘inexpert
unskilful
awkward
uncouth,
unpolished
rude language
crude manners
clumsy
ill-fashioned
vulgarlike
things’
How true your name and your environmental record to past dirty infra dig deeds:
coal
dust
pollution
uncovered
stockpiles
mangrove
forests
lost
creeks
lost
ground
water
salinity
fly ash
dumped
Dig?

Dennis Garvey
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ADANI Be Gone. ADANI Move on!
Sure its old, years old- about 20 million,
but it’s not as cold as we would wish
or as its creatures need, but still it’s home
to 1500 species of fish
its where dugongs and whales and dolphins roam
and yes, it’s huge, this pulsating place
clearly visible from outer space.
Don’t touch the reef where these creatures live,
It’s not yours to have, not ours to give.
So get back, right back, right now, we won’t allow
you to wreck what is here. No way, no how.
You reckon you won’t crack but you hate the flak.
You want us to refrain from stopping your gain
which is not going to happen ‘cause reaction
is gaining traction. As you ramp up the benefits
listen to the clapping and the rapping of the population
determined to stop this devastation.
As you use your weapon to promise and threaten,
see the Aussies moving in on the politicians.
By your own admissions their likelihood of re-election
is lessening by the insurrection of Mums and Dads
and a squillion people who have had enough.
Fearing for grandchildren whose lives will be rougher
as banks and governments make it tougher
to get a house or pay for basic stuff.
So what’s your beef?
You want to rip out the coal so you get richer.
You’re not worried about climate change
or losing the reef.
You don’t care about dumping all your waste,
you’re happy to let the ground water drain
and leave a chain of voids and a land defaced.
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You mightn’t care what happens at Galilee.
Well I’ve got a beef that matters to me.
We want this place to always be. Get away
from our land, our reef, get away from greed.
This living, giving plot is not yours or mine
to have or debase. Find another spot to squat
The world is already too hot, so stop the rot
and get off our kids’ plot. Find another place
where parents don’t care
about the quality of soil and water and air.
And if you can’t, then maybe rethink
your plan, and start to see
the value in protecting eco-diversity.
As a nation then, we can hasten
to protect the uniqueness of the Galilee Basin.
Apart from anything else, we’re not as stupid
as you might need to feed your greed.
We won’t be lending money from the public purse.
We won’t be creating our own country’s curse.
Don’t expect us to fund our destruction.
You might be depending on political corruption,
but the people are not as foolish as you might think.
We’re taking this campaign to the brink.
Adani take a giant leap cause we’re going to keep
these sacred places for our kids to reap
joy in connection with this land they inherit.
Investors might measure wealth in credit and debit
but our country’s value is held in health and harmony.
We work against adversity by treasuring our diversity
and recognising finite resources for what they are.
So Adani take a hint from the Fulani and just move on.
Move on Adani. Be gone Adani. The people have spoken
They won’t be broken. Adani move on. Adani be gone.

E A Gleeson
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Armour against Adani
she dreams of making armour for the earth
a helmet to prevent the drillers from beginning
a breastplate so they cannot cut open her heart
greaves to stop the underground lines
breaking through to the watertable
it confounds her that anyone would want
to mine the Basin of Galilee
to make the earth a corpse to strip
back the muscle layer by layer
to let light in under all that rich deep earth
to groom her for profit burn coal embers
in the asthmatic air the heat increasing
to burn away everything for the emptiness
of waterdrained lungdrained flatlands
Let them eat coal not food.

Susan Hawthorne
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Adani Sinking
Donating no fringe
benefits ream margins.
Short-circuit sightings
we are wedged, warped.
Legacy of spiralling figures:
millions spent, jobbed
and dug. The weight’s
real costs uncounted.
Seaborne thermal coal,
island havens.
Dredged wetlands,
Adani bends. We’re sinking.
We’ve room for rent, it seems water runs deep
beneath the reef. Lying
in plain sight. Coral sickens.
Schooling fish,
rivets and ramps. Cash for coal
under sun that waits.
Coastal creep, lead-dark dunes
sweep new faces. Rudderless.
Gin dry dollars, blue sky
leaching, each crack fills.
No room to negotiate we’re under hammer.
No need, no light. Flywire funding,
weigh it all. Transparent
as ice. At night we will burn.

Siobhan Hodge
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Mining Tax
Let’s blame it on the times:
scattering before headlights
from mining trucks. Swaying tracks
arrest both lanes, dinosaur pads
wait for them to pass
before we can move on,
but the road is getting lean.
Buy a pen and I’ll draw
where money is born:
hole in the ground, catheter
seep from sepsis, drips through every
layer. We stand on filter paper:
nothing gets through
that won’t be discarded.
Chapters thicken like burns
and we carry stanzas home
with 5pm fidelity. Budget
for bliss. We’ll laugh all the way
to something.
There isn’t enough to strain
this season of sameness,
grilled up north out of sight,
but we’re filtering the bigger picture
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through stones and stubs and strikes.
You’re out. There is life here, and it is wrapped
in plastic. A miracle of hauntings
and we have forgotten nothing.
The lines still run underground
and in rivers raw with split fish.
Taxation is no limit, poetry has no queue.
Dug up and dried out, we know
the solemnity of being bought,
but celebrate being paid for.

Siobhan Hodge

‘Mining Tax’ was first published in Westerly 60, no. 2 (2015).
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Hope For Whole
No! No boom-town no brown current
no smoky vessel no swollen cooked mud
no slop shock no money juggle
no ghost bloom no blunt petrol hull
no smudge rock no possess.
Yes! Keep the lode under.
Hope for old flows to grow
polyp sponge weed
rock mollusc
worm turtle dugong.
Conserve, do not stress.
Love the blue levels
the upwell the fluent spheres under
guyot gull sweep storm hover
sky green fluxes fresh flume.
Defend exoskeletons, broken hydro-forest.
Stop runoff overuse.
Don’t cut holes under clouds.
You new crown-of-thorns, go!
No short-term clever
no smoke-burn genus murder.
Begone!
Keep us hold whole.
Let enfold of
north to south
whole blue current
whole source flush blood
mother cells.
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Hope for whole country
not those who would strop
or cull reef.
Keep touch the swell deep course.

Jill Jones

Contains no ‘a’ or ‘i’ vowels – No Adani.
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Adani was a jolly old king, and a jolly old king was he
someone is digging a hole in me
biggest ever this time! wow!
I’m paying a billion dollars for this
(lazy billion, don’t you know)
the hole they’re digging in me makes fumes
smells bad, it leaves an ugly mess
kills everything all around
oh well – that's me for self-esteem
I’m paying a million bucks
it’s like I’m trying to make friends
you’d think there was something killing me
and doctors had to cut it out
but it’s not like that at all
the hole they’re digging is a threat to life
people will die like flies from the smoke
we know because they’re dying already
from all the other holes in me
and in everyone else
you’d think it was a money spinner
but I’m paying to get it done
it’s true they’ve dug big ones in me before
but this one is the biggest yet
in fact it’s the biggest hole in the world
why is it they’re digging this hole?
why do I pay them to?
people ask what’s wrong with me
the hole’s to make a fire
fire’s holy
it’s for a church of smoke
I believe!
I’m doing it all for old King Adani
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the peasant king
great man
they’re digging the biggest hole in the world
I pay them to dig it in me
the sun must have burnt a hole in my head
this hole will be burning my pocket soon
I have to be insane
so many of me
backs into it
the wheel must roll on!
the hole must be dug
the biggest in the world!
this way I’ll burn till we’re all a lot warmer
they’re digging for what’s deep down in me
what’s that?
a billion dollars digging
my money
I’m paying for this to be done
it’s a loan
but I don’t think I’ll see the money come back
none of the banks thinks so
none of the banks will lend to the king
but look at the ships queuing up for the port
they’re taking me away to burn
my fire will light up half the world
you won’t see through the smoke
don’t you point the finger at me
I’m not doing it
it’s my job
I pay for it to be done
I’m mad?
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and the sea is dark with it
nothing lives there
and the sky is smoke
my lungs and yours
we’re all going to burn so bright
no one will see through the haze
a billion dollars worth of burning
it’s nothing
it’s the cheapest solution
you don’t want to pay more
do you?
not for a great big hole
the biggest!
I can’t help saying it again
the biggest!
the biggest hole ever!
they’re digging it in me
I’m so proud
you’d think there was something
we had to bury
more fire!
more smoke!
more damage than ever before!
it’s because it’s so big
we just have to do it
if you want an omelette, breaks eggs
don’t argue
or you can stay out of the kitchen
let’s see just how high this sea can go
we’re making more ocean views?
everyone’s a winner
there’ll be more for everyone to swim
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it’s the fossils who are doing the digging
we have to pay for it too
because, if they don’t dig this hole in me
they’ll dig in someone else
and that, my friends, would be very bad indeed
they’ll dig there anyway, they will
they might as well dig a hole in me
they say he’s a gangster
the big man with moustache
we’re giving the money
oh sage old king
just look at him
and see how wise
you’d be a fool not to have the hole dug
he’s offering to handle it all
only a billion!
we dig
that’s all we have to do
just give him the money
then we can dig the hole in me
they say that he’s done it before
but that can’t be true
this is one of a kind
the hole they’re digging in me
it’s the biggest one ever
lazy billion’s worth, I said
overseas, the poor, they deserve this great pit –
the dirty great hole they’re digging me
with this, they can choke to death in good light
such is the hole that they’re digging in me
they’re going to dig
you can’t stop them
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how can you stand in the way of a king?
and the sea is coal
and the sky is coal
and your heart’s as dark as mine
you couldn’t vote for this sort of thing
I must really hate myself
to let them dig this hole like this
but isn’t it the gangster’s right –
to come to the end of the world
and be given my lazy billion to dig
to dig a hole in me?
we mustn’t say no to the future
there’s so much sun in Queensland
they’re digging a hole in me
I think that it’s time
to stand up and say
do you think
we’ll wake up in time?

Kit Kelen
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from the First Movement, Inferno, of Franz Liszt’s ‘A Symphony to
Dante’s Divine Comedy’
Destruction is bigotry.
1. ‘LASCIATE OGNE SPERANZA, VOI CH’INTRATE’
Abandon all hope and you here entering
here entering hope the gate the heat the light
abandoned pit of generations of generating
the constructivist hope the thermal incite
to agony and pain strung out over last days
of ornamental snakes and the brisk flight
of black-throated finches, the gurgle of ways
of hope and divinity and a name like Galilee
and Wangan and Jagalingou peoples’ land says
what rights of hope what draughts will flee
the hollows down to the sea and reef made hopeless
in its wreckage and ash rising in clots of adjectives to the glee
of executives fighting for the impoverished — a caress
of largesse of hope of entering the homes of the poor
to make an epic for the world that will stress
rivers and bush and forests and coral reefs and the store
of past that is underneath that foots the bill of now
are merely symbols in an advertising drawcard for gates and ye and the shrinking self for
all our global aspirations all our dynamic equivalence
our souls our atman our states of being a store
of carbon life-forms bonded over the pits
of cultural extraction of data over the gate
of wealth — great wealth — at the expense
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of love as deep as seams as seems to grate
on the nerves of the lost who think they’ve found
their way to higher states to patronise the poor to freight
ethics on a conveyor belt to furnace to abandon
to build a case against the protectors of life of biosphere
and advertise hope of you and us the close the never distant tonnes
of profits all to the greater good the greater glory no fear
of insulting the very earth they walk on, rolling it resoundingly
beneath their feet abandon you abandon ye abandon clear
and present danger as hook to ward off protest so agonisingly
frustrating to the mission to make the gate to go back & forth
through gate to break the gate fast track desert belt accordingly
brigalow belt in grassland denial to report back ‘patchy’ — a dearth
of Acacia harpophylla in the target in the crucible (‘the polygon’)
such survey exonerations of Buffel grass or beneath the coolabah a mirth
a kind of light-hearted get-together a mug of tea on the station
a back-to-work a seize-the-moment and a wonder at the lack of ‘things
created’ as a reconcilable future. Come, don’t hang back, fashion
your own path to the river to cross the Acheron to wash away what clings —
Eucalyptus brownii cheap by the dozen abandon this rough-barked life & canopy
& memories of ye coal fires choking us cancerous hope we could see what sings
when such ancientness is dug up and entered burnt with impunity.

John Kinsella
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Open & Cut
Taken from space, photos of earth
open-cut for coal
are like the ultra-sound stills
of a cross-section of face
where melanomas had metastasised
necessitating removal
of parts of the cheekbone and jaw.
Sustained inhalation of coal dust
is the mineral equivalent of breathing in
tubercular saliva, and where
the water table is black, the blackthroated finch will go out like a spark
struck from the gold nib of a pen
that signs a deal changing Native Title.
The word scrub as clear-fell.
Aquifer as under-the-table profiteer.
A dugong will surface trailing sea grass
like magnetic tape in a port
where piers were hammered home
to support the loading of containers.
And as for the Great Barrier Reef
whatever the run-off from fertiliser leaves
untouched will be imperilled
by the passage of ships
with a history of oil and coal spills.
A drone sends back HD footage of a pod
of humpback whales off Abbot Point.
An executive nods
and stamps the scene with approval
his hand waving like the flipper
of an overturned Flatback turtle.
Anthony Lawrence
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Adani
requested by Anne Elvey
I’ve written about the Appalachian Fall, when mines
beheaded mountains like limp fowlyard kings, but this
is too neat a betrayal, the wetlands and the coral
becoming a coal pier, the discard dumps, the holes
left behind like Novocaine extractions, the tunnel
that winds inter-related as a rat’s, and drains
the water table, the smooth decapitations, the funnel
giving money to the heartlost and the hopelost: what
could I say that isn’t said, I think? At last,
someone will holiday on carbon credits, perhaps
the company secretary when the coal runs thin,
proud that anthracite funds a hospital. Qld
governments are by definition plump and little,
campaign for those who will campaign for them.
No owner can prove quite traditional: the earth still
owned only when transactional: sold to hunting people
who wear it out, not suffer it like skin.

Jennifer Maiden
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Lines of Galilee
There’s a line of creation
from the land
to the Wagan-Jagalingou
from unpolluted seas
to the living Reef we knew.
There’s a line of production
from government bribes the people paid
to coal
to railways and jobs, that’s what they’re saying,
and votes.
There’s a line of destruction
from the mountainous rift
and promises politicians
and profit-takers cannot keep,
to the sludge of ports
smearing the ancient waters
shutting down the lives of the Reef.
The next line of finance
will not come from tourists
fronting a reef of bones
and inland the black hole
torn in land the people own.
Yes, dollars and votes cheer
coal’s three-century
industrial fantasy –
polluted air
and scarred earth’s misery.
But see: sun, water, wind,
and thermal flows,
earth’s ancient energies
rouse in the new century
to our aid, to redeem our heritage –
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only
devotees of votes and money
we will not hear
what the imperilled earth has said.

Judith Rodriguez
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Building a Happy Nation
A found poem sourced from Adani Australia’s website

Adani strives to exceed the expectations of our stakeholders
We employ global agribusiness capabilities to cultivate lies ties
Our vision is to be the largest player in the logistics and energy business
Our strategy is working the resources of your land
We plan to partner with the Juru, Jangga, Birriah, Wangan and Jagalingou people
We’re proud to be opening the Galilee Basin for coal
Our Carmichael mine will discharge up to 60Mtpa at full production
Our open-access infrastructure growth engine will generate rail
We understand our environmental performance is critical to the future of Australia
We hope our capacity to unlock India’s trade doors helps
It makes sense —
Adani is perfectly placed to leverage public funding from your government
And via innovative value creation
To execute harm

Michele Seminara
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Untitled
who could be eager
with filling the air with disdain
i’m not keen on falling into unfilled holes
when they’ve taken the money and run
i ask can we finally be of our age?

Pete Spence
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Adani Coal Mine Approved
It pares down
to the palest of skies
to a native fledgling
thirsty, untended
to whether a black stinking
mess of outmoded greed
is claimed as our chosen soil
when we might have lifted
up into the quiet transparency
taking the winds
undisturbed
carrying the young bird
with us
as our token.

Linda Stevenson

‘Adani Coal Mine Approved’ was previously published in The Tipping Point (Blank
Rune Press, 2015).
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Adani Nightmare
Or speak to the earth, and it shall teach thee:
and the fishes of the sea shall declare unto thee. (King James Bible, Job 12:8)

Whitsunday Island
peaks above the ocean
over the water
silver fragments fall and bounce
whales breach
dolphins arch and turn
herding panicked mackerel
they leap toward an open mouth
Hovering in the wind
slowly circling
a Brahminy Kite waits
Green Turtles make lonely journeys
another day a squad of Manta Rays go by
flat-bodied, black, slapping water
Below the charismatic blue
coral lies pale, gone the vivid shades
absent Anemone, Surgeon, Unicorn, Parrot,
Damsel and miniscule Infantfish
Storms have taken roofs and piers
overturned boats
torn up forests
toppled hoop pine
dread crouches in my mind
Adani – a greater threat
mining of the Galilee
export coal
electrify India
rail link to Abbott Point
employment royalties
frayed promises
an assault upon
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the world’s carbon budget
the Great Artesian Basin
global warming
rising sea levels
dredging spoils
the Reef defiled
Have we not listened
to the earth and the sea?

June Torcasio
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Net Worth
Goodbye mangroves, goodbye coral around the Mundra coast
So long Bombay duck, the poles are empty now
ash pond, ash fall
What is the kutchi word for sorrow?
Say hello $2.60 a day for a twelve year old to cart water
12 hours a day, 6 days a week.
A wash of cholera, a weep of food, the rewards of cheap energy.
Black milk of daybreak we drink you at night
Twilight ties this reef knot across cultures,
binding those who know the ground
now ungrounded. How do you coin loss, what keepsake is currency
that burns through generations? We drown in dark pools,
test the depths of a stream with both feet,
snared in the nets by those who can name
a price on everything but the value of nothing.

Ann Vickery

Italics from Paul Celan’s ‘Death Fugue’ translated by Michael Hamburger.
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the crystal tines turn ghostly …
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And Now the Reef
Flowers turned to stone! Not all the botany
Of Joseph Banks, hung pensive in a porthole,
Could find the Latin for this loveliness...
Slessor, ‘Five Visions of Captain Cook’

For them it was unassailable
an inferno of sea and sharp coral
a Venus fly-trap drawing them in. Fragile
was never the word for this underwater forest
of blooms, at low tide a vertical hedge
of skeletal rock, holding Endeavour to ransom.
Off Heron Island, incandescent
chameleon colours once visible from space,
by night the Reef’s a construction site
for marine cities, a limestone world,
the coral polyps always building, never leaving
the safety of their homes except to feed.
The reefs outside support both predator
and prey, in an intricate dance of survival.
Cleaner-fish congregate at thriving
cleaning-stations, like a suburban car-wash,
to eat dead skin and parasites
from manta rays already queued for service.
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Seahorses change colour and texture, matching
the coral they cling to for protection.
Once a year, at full moon, great ribbons
of coral spawn drift on the tide, most
to be eaten by fish. Enough survive. Or would
if you could put the Barrier Reef in a glass box.
Bleaching, the crystal tines turn ghostly white
and fade, like flowers dying.

Margaret Bradstock

‘And now the Reef’ was previously published in tremble (International Poetry Studies
Institute, Canberra, 2016).
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How to Dive in Kelp Forest
kelp (ME cülp(e), of unkn. orig)
—The Concise Oxford Dictionary

The stipes braid together, grow air-filled bulbs, float
each frond towards the surface.
Do not jump into a mess of greenish-gold. Wait for the swing of the boat
to move away. In thick kelp, the surface is not your friend;
sometimes, even the bottom is not your friend.
Make a mental map:
sketch it on your dive slate—plan your depth and time.
Canopies are so thick, it is like cave-diving
—floating through an upper understorey of golden branches. Break stipes
as if you are breaking a pencil—carry shears, but not a big Rambo knife. Don’t start
drowning
and then discover your second stage is unfindable.
Did I mention the sculpins? The senoritas and Spanish shawls? The starfish,
urchins and gorgonians?
Don’t penetrate so deep
you don’t know where out is. When surfacing, select a sand-patch
where blue sky may be seen.

Susan Fealy
‘How to Dive in Kelp Forest’ was previously published in Flute of Milk (UWAP, 2017).
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Constancy
my compliance cannot be bought
I can rest out of sight but not in focus
visible from space
the glass bottom boat has a stable relationship with the moving view
maybe my depression means my mother bored me even when dying
like my dog yawning when she cannot incorporate what is enacted before her
the largest living thing
I dream my mother smaller than when alive as I hold her
my lack of commitment resistance to presence
I am not in pain I am in disguise
I had to check the baby was still alive
he uses language like you bought it on yourself
then says it is not mass bleaching
somewhere under the stone of anxiety to please is the
the beauty of the closed door
the silver teapot covered in algae
he asks me to make him tea
the more I clean the more it needs cleaning
I use a small bristled brush to clean the spout
it is full of cockroaches
they scatter as I flick them away as more take their place

Claire Gaskin
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Coral not Coal
Coral polyps, like ashen fingers raised
in passing of a season gone too soon,
whiten as our politicians betray
both the Wangan and Jagalingou’s ways –
a gesture of ecological doom.
Coral polyps, their ashen fingers raised
trace the fine print of legislative phrase
revealing truths that we mustn’t impugn,
whiten as the politicians betray
our children’s future and reef as it weighs
heavy on the tide of rhetoric strewn.
Coral polyps with ashen fingers raised
conduct the coda of coal’s song of praise,
notes drift like silt over cities immune
that blacken as our politics betray.
In the North, as the island palm trees sway,
divers map bleached reef like marble hewn –
coral polyps, like ashen fingers raised,
whiten as our politicians betray.

Kristin Hannaford
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Great Barrier
Ah Goldman Sachs, the iron grip of incessant
barter, money, shiny pieces. Ah the confluence
of degradation and entitlement.
See this ecstatic ocean, its birds, swells,
sea air that was essence, sweet with perfect salt,
washing living coral, breathing.
See these misguided leaders, floundering,
ethics washed away in a mounting tsunami
of dollars and disgust, pallid, unseasoned.

Linda Stevenson
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Deep-sea Trench
Discarded matter sinks in the dark
but pressure hasn’t crushed possessive nouns
to tame grains on yet another floor. Eye spy,
they say you can’t see it but toes stub on something
concrete. We dredge and scrape bone with metal teeth
dug up and pressed into shape, not one
surface is free from deposits, but that’s not all.
You see, there’s a pulse in floating gristle
when we can’t equilibrate, our compressing bodies
close in on the pain in our ears as the world turns mute
and black holds our balance so tight it delivers visions
we can’t see for the throb and here in this deep-sea trench
we could clean the cause of our effect, and yet
it is possible to push too far from our skins to return.

Claire Rosslyn Wilson
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to see the dust an avenue of spin …
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A Brief History of Coal and Effort
1 The heart of England
A shoal of Chubb splash up river casting spells. Along the way we have been tasting
blackberries, comparing the different styles and flavours like connoisseurs, startled as gushed
water swirls into the current pumped by some invisible industrial production part of the
planet’s modern plumbing.
The towpath finds gardens, roses, wagon-wheels and octagonal pergolas made of pine. The
breeze lifts, fingering leaves burning red from the outside in, and around a turn a mill’s brick
walls tower over three men taking a smoko. The noise of moving parts is unsettling, a world
of manufacture hidden by bricks, and ad hoc repairs and additions, a bricolage of labour and
industry, supplementary to the air and our consultations with flora and fauna. Fluorescents
dangle ingots, ghosts in the grey water, but I’m getting something of the canals’ reasoning.
We finish the walk with a pint of Old Speckled Hen at the Grand Junction. The bar has moved,
the place is different, but the beer garden is the perfect place to have a drink/think by the
canal. Canals were an overnight sensation – Brindley’s Bridgewater Canal, England’s first, cut
the cost of coal in Manchester by 75% and helped fuel the industrial revolution oiled by water,
steam, invention, the cross-fertilisation of ideas and techniques, revolution in the financial
world and blatant disregards.
2 Germany
Modern warfare requires vast supplies of synthetic materials. Long before the invasion of
Poland, IG Farben chose Oswiecem to site its factories. This small agricultural town in Upper
Silesia was adjacent to vast coal fields and sat on the confluence of three rivers. It became
known as Auschwitz. The architect Lothar Hartjenstein designed a plan of:
the concentration camp itself (Auschwitz I) . . . with its barracks,. . . , hospital, prison,
work shops, and auxiliary structures such as the Kommandantur, the offices of the
Gestapo, the barracks for the SS men, and so on – but it also shows, to the right, a pleasant
village for married SS men and their families, including a hotel, shops, sports facilities
and, on the edge of the barbed-wire fence close to the prisoners’ hospital, a primary
school.

The complex produced synthetic rubber, aviation and shipping fuels, plastics, resins,
methanol, nitrogen and pharmaceuticals, all feeding the voracious German war machine.
35,000 slaves worked there, 25,000 died there; life expectancy was three months. Some were
processing the powerful pesticide Zyklon B to kill their own tribes. In the winter, decorative
showerheads were added as an afterthought.
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3 Australia
A few names glimmer. Castor and Pollux are directly ahead, inseparable brothers, patrons of
sailors. To the left is Mars, ochre god of spring, chthonic god who with ambition turned to
death becoming god of war. In between floats a rich sanctuary of darkness, an abundance of
nothing and silence, but through the glasses a garden surfaces.
I track the patient path of a satellite arcing overhead, Venus shines over the invisible sea
behind us, the airport is tinsel. The clock measures twelve billion years. At ten-past-four the
Koels start, a simultaneous urge, juveniles judging from the crook sound, rough songsters
failing the audition. I’m starting to feel with the tenderness of illness the cold of a posthumous
earth.
The eastern horizon is still dark; the city to the north is alight in a complex transfer of power.
200 million years ago our star powered swamps whose plants and trees bequeathed their
remains, accumulating layers as peat. The world shimmied, seas and great rivers deposited
sand, clay and other mineral matter accumulated burying the peat, the pressure forming
sandstone and other sedimentary rock, and their sheer weight squeezed water from the peat
burying it deeper, the heat and pressure transformed peat to coal; 120 metres of plant material
produces one metre of coal, an inheritance we are wasting on heating the planet.
Empedocles, without a lab, concluded all things are mixtures of air, earth, fire, and water, I
guess earth covers all the minerals, including carbon, which with hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen,
phosphorous and sulphur comprise 97% of you and me. Carbon is the maestro of bonding,
creating long carbon chains and rings forming intricate molecules, like proteins and
carbohydrates. Why worship any other element, like gold or uranium?
With carbon we are declaring war again against life, all species, not just human. If it’s not
global warming, it’s deforestation or pollution. We put such effort into flooding the
environment with chemical emissions and effluent leaked and targeted to feed profit from an
obese world.
Who are the architects of this destruction and who are complicit with this destruction? Well
I am flicking the switch, listening to music, using the computer, enjoying comfort. Who loses
the most? Indigenous peoples and ‘developing nations’ first, and then the planet. Australia’s
biodiversity is continuing to decline and yet there are clean ways shining.

John Bennett
The quotation is from Robert-Jan van Pelt, ‘Auschwitz: From Architect’s Promise to
Inmate’s Perdition’, Modernism/Modernity 1.1 (1994), p82.
‘Fossil fuel burning set to hit record high in 2017, scientists warn’, The Guardian, 13
November, 2017.
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Tarred Cracks
small seeded shapes of weeping windmill grasses
peel back their curling bodies along black tar streams
— kicking up the passage of summer white —
Wild grasses dig in.
On the verge
— ululating the roaded way,
on the tar black margins.
One seed escapes; airborne / stillborn /
another slips between flash-wheels
still another, blown by cacophony
settles.
Cracked ...
wordless
this wind-waved-word — this
mar

this

split/unspelt

clodded soil —
wildwind’s gentle seeds

— stray —
fused between

tarred cracks

Anne Buchanan-Stuart
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DIG
In the pan your gravels crashing hatched their prize—
a brindle rush to hump my veins and fever up the leaf
that twisted in our fields. The guilt was white, my soul a sieve.
It boomed with bull to see the dust an avenue of spin—
and my brickhouse hazy as a reef, its aura built to scale.
I seemed to tap its skin.
Birth was the pits but this is mine. Rabbits swimming to shake my mitts.

Bonny Cassidy

From Chatelaine (Giramondo, 2017). ‘DIG’ was first published in Blackbox Manifold
Issue 14.
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Nightwork
A conveyor belt reaping into action, cries
rubbish rocks rubbish rocks
breaks up floodlight, its flesh
a stingray covered, uncovered.
Pandanus leans
magic, enters the bulldozer
rearing
its tyres dissolve
as from the rocks and rubbish
the camera conveys
one kid
naked and furiously sweeping
a path through reeds, pandanus
shaken
entranced
by the trucks and manganese
at her feet.
The old men spin like tyres covered, uncovered.
It’s the sixties, then it isn’t.

Bonny Cassidy
From Chatelaine (Giramondo, 2017). ‘Nightwork’ was first published in Cordite
Poetry Review Issue 44.
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Royalty
for millad Miller & Raggett mob

I drove out bush with family
again to Jayipa
a catfish hole lined
with paperbark and river gum
and those gleaming quartzite outcrops
like a silver and zinc plinth encompassing
dark sheet water:
we hopped, stinging, across the baked
earth, a tessellated black
soil with small sand drifts gathering
to the decaying stone-boiled edges:
and while nana fired
a billy, weaving
pandunus frond sieves
we all crashed, energised
in the brown water’s warm wash:
in the late afternoon
cool relief as pop arrived to dig
a bush-turkey ground-oven
we all set to work:
the boys
took a castnet and handlines
for barra
while the girls hunted
in water, feeling
in the mud
for waterlily bulbs, onions and yams:
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later they tap-danced the mud
sweetening our outlook –
a seismic detection service reading
for hibernating turtles –
a shelled familial finery
at nightfall
our guts tight
with their fill we fired
the billy and traced
stars as pop smoked us
in quandong, picking us up:
and nana sang country, rousing
the scrub
and a rainbow’s payback on this mine’s seepage,
and another’s foreshadowed hole in our burial grounds,
mucking us up
making us sick.

Phillip Hall

Millad: is Kriol in the Gulf region of northern Australia for the first person plural
pronoun: we, us, our.
‘Royalty’ was first published in Plumwood Mountain 2 no. 2 (Sep 2015).
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South East
Lightning signs
with a simple cross,
with the swiftness of grasslands
swindled for quarry,
for a beach of burning river sand
hatched by ophidian shadows,
a glanced lizard scudding
on the prismatic surface of water tension,
for the clean face of a wave
thickening with blackness of dolphins.
Wet money gurgles in a swamp
and the oligarch’s easement is guaranteed,
a hireling paid
to scrape and oil his armoury.
Fields of white stubble await the razor’s
grin, the ingress of blighted spirits,
a charring smoulder that reveals
dripping stalagmites of morgue,
dirt bikes yawing on the switchback
precipice past Turnaround Road,
all the young dudes on Maybe Street
Bombala,
taloned logging trucks.

John Hawke

‘South East’ was first published in Plumwood Mountain 3 no. 2 (Aug 2016).
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Coal Cart
Imagine the wonder
Of sunlight stored to light a home
Wind creating lightning
Waves and underground heat
Moving mills
Driving machines
What dreams we could dream
If we abandoned our minds
To such wild fancy
Beneath the whale oil lamp
That gutters in the drafts
I take up quill and ink
To weave upon the parchment
New impossibilities yet again
Men that fly
Living images on glass
And talking to the world
In an instant
What glorious, wise and guileless people
Would inhabit such a sphere
The thought defies comprehension
What gentleness, what care
What sense of blessing they must know
No answers in the ignorant dark
The fire smoulders cold
Gasping for air
Meagre heat on blackened hearth
Dark sparks, feeble glow
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While in the street
The coal cart driver
Counts coin from hand to purse and back again
Rejoicing in the snowfall

Steve Kelly

‘Coal Cart’ was published previously in Steve Kelly, Barefoot in the Brain: Collected
Poems (2015).
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Coal Mines
from Cap Coch
1
What a miner knows is in the air around him.
Its movement. Its fresh or stale. And in the rock
which creaks and settles overhead, which cracks
and falls from the coal face at the miner’s feet.
Where water runs, or not. Sounds, smells.
The flare of a lantern. Methane, invisible,
leaking from who knows where. Water that’s flooded
another working, dammed for decades, pressing
behind the coal face. You need to be able to read
the interruptions underground. An ancient
river bed where the accumulated
peat once washed out to sea. A fault in the rock
from a prehistoric earthquake. Always beyond
the barren rock the coal keeps going. One
old man will tell a grandchild about the darkness,
when he was twelve years old: your lamp goes out
and you can’t see your own hand. And how when you cut
under the coal face it comes away clean, sometimes,
smooth as a mirror, and on that shiny surface
a fern, each frond clear as the day it fell,
gleams in the light of your lamp, almost like new.
2
Where’s everybody gone? On the stony track
with unpredictable breezes swirling around
the minibus, we perch in our badly fitting
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bright yellow safety helmets high
above the black chasm of the mine.
Impossible depth, impossible distances,
not a human being in sight. On the far side,
kilometres away, clanking and clumsy
as some ancient monster struggling onto land,
one big machine prods at the side of the pit.
Coal dust hovers around it. If that gets close,
the guide tells us, we’re out of here. You wouldn’t
want that in your face. Fields run to the edge
of the open cut: a miniature tree clings on
to its final months of life. There’s just one bloke
sitting in the cab down there in air-conditioned
comfort. Pretty much soundproof. That thing cuts
more coal in a day than a thousand men. The breeze
picks up. The cloud of coal dust eddies, rises,
begins to move towards us. Helmets off,
we scramble for seats. The bus grinds into gear.

Caroline Williamson
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Milky Coal Poem
and a brown town
and a dark encounter
and it is always wired
where the glaze of debris
mourns the relations and fowls
touches prisms and fractures its crockery
where the boat and the scent of gas lights
pressure the conjured trick into meaninglessness

Robert Wood
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your digging hands at bay …
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Black Swan Polyptych
I am still
The black swan of trespass on alien waters.
—Ern Malley, ‘Dürer: Innsbruck, 1495’

One percolates java. A season burns.
The other spoons ant
after exciting
banded sugar ant onto windowsill. Subaru
fulcrum, The Weekend Australian,
newsagent’s ‘’Ow’re youse?’
Not unnerving oestral ewes,
the lovers whoop over Language’s urns,
harmonise Eliza Doolittle’s animalian
reprise. Chant
smooths artery, apple of Peru
blows skywards, inviting
black fruit bats, rufous owls, lighting
up the invisible moon’s jowls, the invisible yew’s
arils, the pure true
blue. Coconut palms shiver, herringbone ferns,
bougainvilleas. From the backseat tan pant
of bloodhound, first to disclose inalien
-able waters: mammalian
brilliance. Angelfish igniting
in the marina, Os of regal cant.
‘Don’t know what to make of the last Ted ’Ughes,
of Ted and I.’ One relieves the other’s concerns
by impersonating Faloo the roo.
‘You’re a marvel, through
& through, my marginocephalian.’
‘’Ark! David Byrne’s
version of ‘(Nothing But) Flowers’, uniting
synths & strings. Let Paradise fuse,
let Paradise supplant
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the factories, the parking lots.’ ‘A xenotransplant
-ation.’ Light golden pink as Los Angeles’ folding into ecru
hills, Ken Done pink & blue drizzling over coral pews.
‘’Ere, my sesquipedalian,’
volunteering the Vixens. ‘A sighting!’
The peregrine falcon about-turns
: a tutelary deity churns
his incant
-ation: feathery skywriting,
feathery margins blend. Headlights shine pru
-riently on pheasant’s eyes’ scarlets. ‘Ranalian,
once upon a time ...’ ‘Ranunculaceous.’ ‘New’s
not necessarily better.’ One’s index pursues
the other’s whorls: a ticker overturns,
unfurls. ‘My rhynchocephalian
cowboy-confidant,
there, beneath the umbrella tree—’ ‘A potoroo!’
‘Rare as typewriting
or Goya’s bullfighting
etchings—’ ‘Sketches of our nephews.’
‘How’ll they look, I wonder?’ ‘Mullets, crew
cuts, beehives—’ ‘Wolverinish sideburns!’
Transparent eggplant
dips into tatterdemalion
farmhouses, sheds. ‘Daedalian,
these volcanic plugs.’ ‘Moonlighting
as Mulder?’ ‘The truth is—’ ‘In ’ere.’ Cant
-abile veer of windows. Darkness mews.
Nine times one turns
a dial: brush of ‘Frou-Frou
Foxes in Midsummer Fires’. ‘To some, this Proulx
short story’s bacchanalian.’
‘’Ogwash! Geese!’ Their heart’s cool air relearns
the warm white of striplighting.
Slow-cooked stew’s
musk. Bedside glow falls aslant
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The Goldfinch. Neither of them will dream Rembrandt
into the following day’s brew.
‘Still have to cut bulbs for Huw’s
& Haydn’s—’ ‘Sleep, my madrigalian.’
Blank paper, handwriting.
Handstones, querns.
A banded sugar ant’s ferruginousness burns
in moonlight. The Subaru turns over its exciting
trip. Youse pulses the sinus node of every Australian.

Stuart Barnes

‘Black Swan Polyptych’ was highly commended for the 2017 Venie Holmgren
Environmental Poetry Prize.
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[6] Carbon
from Autobiochemistry

Carbon’s multivalence, its
chemical conviviality
links it into chains and rings,
improbable larger structures.
It’s the skeleton of DNA,
of the hormones that make us
female, male; the sugars
that sweeten a mother’s milk;
the alcohol good fortune’s
toasted with. It cycles constantly
between the living
and non-living.
When my body stops, its carbon
will be freed as carbon dioxide
by fire or decay
and a tree may breathe me.

Tricia Dearborn
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Earth Interview in the Anthropocene
An alphabetic language is not mine. It was always mine
Before you spoke, before you wrote it. A language in which you ask me to speak about
Climate, one of my truer tongues. You did not invent it any more than you did
Dinosaurs. You might be thinking that I only react to outside
Events—asteroids, meteorites, humankind, your
Few fallen into prosperity. I act with the
Grace of my law. It is not
Human. I do not resist, nor do I conspire. Multiple
I, I am always the more that you cannot escape. This is
Joy and jeopardy for you, that the things you require, you
Kill. What is it like, you ask me, to be under the Anthropocene
Like you? You have read the Enuma Elish, how even the
Mighty ancient gods had unruly children. I do
Not call you my children. The relationship,
Our relationship, is more complex. Parenthood is a cliché
Proffered to simplify. It is a cliché to say you arrived late after many emergents, lateness a
Quality you took for first place, as if you were last, would last, outlast a
Ration of being. If you ask me, it is like the shiver riding at
Speed. I throw up cyclone and storm, hurricane,
Typhoon, languages for them, drought, fire, each in its place, not
Undoing cycles—they were always infused with chaos—but the
Vigour has changed, is ever-changing, I am changed.
Weather is my stirring cloak (your
X-rated news), my habitat, my atmosphere and
Yes. Yes, you are right to notice the difference, to consider
Zoology, to recall your zooid entanglements, your species of geology.

Anne Elvey

‘Earth Interview in the Anthropocene’ was previously published in Rabbit 12: Late
(Autumn 2014).
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A a
poets’ d ni
a

nother poet rolls in
with something to say against Adani
a
s if the devil is over there
a
nd not within
a A a
poets m ke d ni possible
NOT because they’re poets
a
a a

BUT bec use their r dic lism
isn’t lived
a
poets re Hesiod’s children
a

ll of mind
extraction ingrained
birth of gender-lopsidedness
written in imperialism
a a
g inst the flowering earth
everyone
even boy/girl poets
just wanna be
a a
lph brmm brmm
lining up for overseas funding
for an academic post
a a a
n w rd
a
position
in the cult of the alphapoet
a

a

a

ll e ting from the refriger tor
originless desert-making alpha foods
moving about like war gods
on the spoils of the machine –
the oils and coals
that make Adani possible
make poets

Patrick Jones
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Sunday Morning, Melbourne
Last night’s spectacular electrical storm
and heavy rain cleared the air, my brain.
Clean slate, fresh start, shock therapy.
All the petty things weighing on me
were washed away down some gutter,
into a canal then to the sea where
little fish swallowed them whole.
Earlier I heard that there’s almost no
water for a million refugees on a hillside in Bangladesh and Saudi bombs
are raining down on poor Yemen
but I know the list of horrors is long
and has been ever since a gang of clever,
unscrupulous apes took Mama Nature hostage,
demanding one crazy ransom after another.
Here in the World’s Most Liveable City
It’s tempting to believe the Age of Aquarius
is a general thing, not simply an interlude
afforded by selling Monday to highest bidder.

Allan Lake
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shout
after allan boyd’s listen

extinction hunts : human blood is
on the beak & claw, feather & fur,
snout & maw of every animal that
ever was. we raise slaughter like
sons
& daughters ask why do the men
with tiny white hands make such
plans? it’s as if they wanna master
the art of environmental disaster &
leave
dry roads that erode the native bush
& mangrove, turn place into pasture
where humans travel faster & leave
nothing but asphalt. when they ask
if
this is all our fault, we tell them how
we tried, how we watched crimes &
how we cried, how we sung to the
bulldozer, how we lost our composure
but
it was not enough. & still politicians
demanded land’s blood. in the future
when climate change makes refugees
of us all, we’ll be closer in degrees of
humanity
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& still extinction shall hunt. it shall
hear our songs of exhaustion, our
skin peeling, shaded from the sun
smell all our plasma & run faster &
faster
: shout now or forever soil your peace.

Scott-Patrick Mitchell

‘shout’ was previously published in RECOIL 8.
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Climate Scientist Speaks
The Sibyl, with frenzied mouth uttering things not to be laughed at, unadorned and
unperfumed, yet reaches to a thousand years with her voice by aid of the god.
Heraclitus

Our integrated Earth system is a thing of beauty –
the work of algorithms and differential equations.
In the calm of the lab, I sit by a plasma screen observing
the kaleidoscopic patterns of sea ice concentrations.
Through the laws and logic focussing my mind,
I peer into the future.
Arachne, our super-computer, makes 600 trillion calculations
per second, weaves scenes of spiralling instability.
With a tap on my touchscreen, I look through distant eyes in the sky –
polar orbiters that monitor deep-water currents, surface
temperatures and melting rates of glaciers and ice sheets.
Data drops into my office like subterranean water
in a limestone cave, leaving ever more profound impressions.
Often I’m gazing thousands of years into the past,
analysing cryospheric systems, evidence from borings in icecaps –
those giant, glassy scrolls chronicling periods of global heating
and cooling. Unforeseen results appear like rays of sunlight
piercing the atrium of a temple; then my mind fledges hypotheses
that rise on thermal currents. I race to track them down,
start the next phase of rigorous assessment.
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When the media publishes my findings, or I report with colleagues
to Congress, there’s always the hope that this time
our work will make a difference. Mostly I feel as if I’m speaking
with addicts on the subject of their habit –
the harm it’s doing them and others, the denial of this truth.
Back home, I well up as my kids play at being adults –
their make-believe shaped by the only world they know.
O, but my angels, the unravelling web …

Helen Moore

‘Climate Scientist Speaks’ was first published in Uncivilised Poetics (Dark Mountain
Project).
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Words on the Tip of My Tongue
Activism Adani Afghanistan Africa Agriculture Anthropocene Animal Rights Arts Asylum
Austerity Australian Aboriginals Banks Barbed Wire Bhopal Carmichael Mine and Rail Link
Campaign Capitalism Chemical Weapons Chile China CIA Civil Rights Climate Change Coal
Community Cooperatives Corporatism Corruption Creative Resistance Criminal Justice
Death Penalty Debt Democracy Drilling Drought Drugs Earth Economics Education
Elections Energy Environment Federal Reserve Finance First Nations Food Fracking
Freedom of Speech Free Trade Agreements Fukushima Galilee Basin Great Barrier Reef
Germany Globalization Global Warming GMOs Government Greece Greenhouse Gases
Greenpeace Health Care Homelessness Housing Human Rights IMF Immigration
Imperialism Indigenous Rights Inequality Internet Freedom India Iran Iraq Israel Jagalingou
Juru Japan Jobs Julian Assange Latin America LGBTQ Liberty Mandela Martin Luther King Jr
Mass Media Mexico Middle East Migratory Birds Militarism Minimum Wage Mining
Monsanto Native Americans Nature New York Nonviolence North Korea Nuclear Energy
Nuclear Weapons Occupy Oil and Gas Palestine Peace Pensions Pipelines Poetry Police
Brutality Poverty Power Prisons Privacy Privatization Profit Propaganda Protest Publishing
Racism Resistance Revolution Russia Socialism Solar Solidarity Sovereignty Stop Strike
Students Supreme Court Support Surveillance Syria Tar Sands Taxes The Economy The One
Percent Torture TPP Transportation Ukraine Vegan Wangan Wall Street Wars Water
Whistleblowing Wind Women’s Rights Workers Rights World Bank Youth Zapatistas Zoos

Katherine E Seppings
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ageless world alive in the country of the night

of them still standing, even yet. The tune's by Haydn,

stars have been reprising in their erotic intervals

my car, which is a music box—a fast one—is playing

us metaphorically—but not, obviously, now, and not,

a music two-hundred years older than the end

fence, and sings out above the basso

vivacious clarity of air, an unaccustomed equipoise,

the freeway, the car sight reads into what I mistake

lean back against my car, eternity's idle instrument,

certain as one small prince, back to the place of love,

It's closing in on closing time—11:17, and the stars

in the year of our Lord (or someone's Lord) 2009.

two whole centuries dead and still keeping the

from the start, and are humming up there, those

nice and slow an arrangement of the music the

if there’s anything like a god, yet. Right now,

of the world to which the car hurtles me—all of

continuo of two or three brown-barrel gums,

a pause—the car sight reads in the wire of the paddock

at first for silence, but which is coldness and a

and light up. Tonight on the ridge just short of

which the night in its emptiness remembers, and I

are calling it a night. One of them falls, soft and

Stopped by the Road at the End of the World
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the other day, but didn't, when he asked But how did

download or playlist or hoard. The dead outnumber us

the one we forgot to take. Which reminds me, poetry

too. Poetry is slow, which is also good, but in another

wounded, grateful. Beautiful as death, lonely

remember, and then don't. Poems are how we speak

in it and heart and beat. Not a language that tells,

Language got us into this, and language will have to

It's how the world sounds when we think only

reason, these days, and no rhyme. Poetry still knows

E-bay, and maybe poetry could buy them back,

And I’m thinking, we’ve lost the metric of Creation,

thirty to one—a thing I thought to tell my boy

is emptiness choreographed, a thing you can't

way, a slower way. In fact, poetry is the other way,

as birth. Poetry is short, which is good when time is,

on the other side of hope—broken-hearted,

but a language that remembers, the way the stars

get us out. But it'll have to be language with curve

hard enough to let it do the thinking for us.

the steps to the big dance. It still has the weather.

but only if it doesn't bid too fast and high. We're all

we've traded the metronome and the rhythm stick on
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And they are unmoved. So I quote Charles

that before. And I say, well, have you heard this:

Because, you know, they're slow, the trees, and

for once, to solve, a puzzle that can't solve us.

lust. Poetry makes it possible to imagine

were born. It dances on your tongue, your tongue

world. It's the face of the rain itself. It's your face,

stages of grief and when we've emptied the bottle

language making love, and love is what we're going to

blessed by the space they have left us to fill.

of the words of a poem are like the dead: they've gone

Wright at them, into the symphonic midnight:

poetry can save your life, but it can't save all our lives.

possibly a little deaf. And they say, yeah, we heard all

I tell all this to the trees in smoke signals and sign

the world in its own skin, a problem we don't have,

on my skin, practising forgiveness with the avidness of

the one you had, as they say, before your parents

of promises. Poetry is the rain on the face of the

need when we're done with the seven or eight

Poetry, wrote Paz, who might have known, is

on ahead; we go on without them, forgiven, baffled,

God get all these people onto this earth?—and most
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to make. A thing one never knows one needs

fix you got, you really are in trouble.

blood , but not water. And they say, try us again in

'Stopped by the Road at the End of the Word' was published previously in Fire Diary (Puncher & Wattmann 2010, 2nd
ed. Pitt Street Poetry 2014).

Octavio Paz, The Double Flame.

Charles Wright, 'Introduction' in The Best American Poems 2008.

Notes:

Mark Tredinnick

until there's no more time to take.

And they're right. Poetry, like love, is a hard point

the morning. And then they add: if poetry's the best

It can move mountains, but not molehills; it can boil

Ebony Earth Correspondence
This travelling house
shades all drawn
what do you want to see?
I could have complied
followed the rituals
of your domesticity
but chose wavy boundaries
where conclusions now moored
wandered out of theory
took unaddressed envelopes
esquire or mr. or ms. or to whom
wrote with left handedness
the three foot ruler falling
across knuckles of generations
blood on wiped collars
measure the time a switch takes
the circumference of flash
once the weight of candlepower
pressed between the licences
gave you unfettered rights
but carbon reduced to eons
sparkles in its own dormancy
a luminescence grounded
your digging hands at bay.

James Walton
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Interregnum
Written on a windless day that sent me on a train of thought about motion: of fixed
lines of thought; of spinning wheels and wheeling spin; of dead-end destinations; of
being sped towards our end. Of environment, change and the life of earth.

Nothing.
Nothing moves.
No leaf, no blade of grass
No feather-flicker differentiates the comatose
from bliss.
The slipstream of a car falls behind, faints on the bitumen;
a dog-shaped displacement of air follows its mass
birds leave lines of semaphored intent indented in their wake
a butterfly weaves lightning scars on the invisible.
The breath,
the air within the pot,
the space between the breaths,
the meditatory interregnum
hiatus of an early morning summer-autumn slough
the trough between a life’s expulsion-inspiration,
the vacillating glide to terminus,
the solstice-stop of time when nearing death.
The morning has forgot to wake.
The world has had enough
has made a stand
still
stopped turning,
tired of spin.
Earth’s regnum hangs in soporose suspension
guard dropped
diurnal journey jolted.
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The train of thought has stopped:
All alight.
This is where we get off.
No!
See?!
– there is no platform at the siding
no connecting line
no All change here
no spaced-out-there alternate destination.
This is all we’ve got.

Joan Katherine Webster

‘Interregnum’ was runner-up in the Castlemaine Poetry Prize 2016.
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Roseate Galahs
Walking back from the old dairy
in the clear air after rain,
I pause to watch them swoop down
from the branches of a lifeless tree
defoliated by the drought
rain ended only yesterday,
to settle among bleached and sheepcropped stubble for their evening meal.
Every move must be performed in unison.
They function as one organism,
sprouting many heads and wings,
rejoicing at their frugal feast,
splitting microscopic seeds,
crowns dipping to display the crests of ivory.
Abruptly, as if prompted telepathically,
a flying carpet hovers above paddocks –
roseate breasts and coverts, ambient
grey backs cohering in an undulating cloud.
Separating as they wheel,
alighting, children on a spree,
upon the lone skeletal tree,
pushing, shoving, clinging on
with beak and claw, the jostling horde
performs a feathered blossoming,
startling as damask rosebuds,
unfurling silken scrolls
within the blood-warmed chalice of the hand

Jena Woodhouse
‘Roseate Galahs’ placed second in the Henry Kendell Poetry Award 2017 and was first
published in ear to earth: An Anthology of Australian Poetry 2017: Poems from the
Henry Kendall Poetry Award (Central Coast Poets Inc.).
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another person’s world …
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At Penna
pure stillness
on the Peninsula
stories
on the tide line
the wind
whispers names
of the dead
edges
of evening
wrap around us

Yvonne Adami
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Empty Your Eyes
after Pierre Reverdy

The suffering has ended. Empty your eyes, a new era begins. Heads, once out of line, have
fallen. People call from windows. Surrounded by laughter becoming noise, others call up to
the windows. Animals never seen before come out from the alleys. There are broad-faced
women with broad accents walking pavements, talking freely, their faces lit up, their hair
undone. Sunlight, trumpets, and pianos are playing boogie. Emboldened, people smile in
public places. The intact houses blink, doors swing open and somehow smile back to other
houses. The banal parade floats above the ash of iron filings. A mother with a blue apron that
frames her baby cheers at random, another child by her side trembles, astonished and fearful.
There’s an apparition of an angel, timid and adrift in the midst of life, while rustling people
gather in the square. Foreigners pass by in a group, singing under bright umbrellas, their lyrics
sleek and empty. A grandfather goes about extinguishing street lamps against the coming
radiance. A jazz dancer leaps out from her suitcase with an answer nobody can understand. A
policeman rides his one-wheeled bike, his thighs swollen against black leggings. He circles the
stragglers, until a spotlight picks up his problem. The circus of shadows moves through the
jumping city as rackets break their own strings. On the far ramparts, a boy with a thousand
dreams cries because he feels he is ugly.

Robert Adamson

‘Empty Your Eyes’ was previously published in Empty Your Eyes (Vagabond Press
2013) and Net Needle (Black Inc 2015).
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Study for an untitled landscape
What do we do?
We hold back the darkness.
In other words, we fail.
Fail into night
Like perfect angels
Of diminishing light.
At least our battlegrounds,
What you know as sunsets,
Are spectacular.

Richard James Allen
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Waterlily Pond
for Diana Bridge

At the slow-gaited end of summer’s day,
dragonflies dart as precisely as needles
tatting the ornate patterns of lace-charts.
A kingfisher snatches a dragonfly midair—
holds it in its bill like an ampoule
of iridescent magenta ink. Slowly
an egret lifts—smoke from a clutch
of joss sticks. Koi sip at the surface, their lips
like the rubber rings of party balloons.
Another egret rises, legs trailing under
it long and thin as toasting forks.
A damselfly in rapid flight, a scholiast’s pen
annotating in margins, stops, touches
down on a lotus. Then a heron
with the calm posture of a Shinto priest
about to cleanse a shrine with prayer
steps suddenly towards an ibis
swallowing what its caught
from leaf pulp and bottom slime. I hear
the polyphonic tinkling of water, a tizwas
of insects soft-pedalling above white stones.

Judith Beveridge

A version of ‘Waterlily Pond’ was previously published in Meanjin 76, no. 2 (Winter
2017).
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Visitor
Since she arrived in
our small apartment
we’ve become newly
aware of the beauty
of light in this room
at the building’s top.
We show her the view
of landmarks below
and re-discover
them ourselves.
The apartment’s larger,
more capacious.
Who would have thought
we had so much room here
for another person’s world.
The rooms breathe outwards
open themselves to this
wide-eyed visitor
as if she was always
what was needed
to perfect the place.

Kevin Brophy
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Octopus Speaking
In the underwater tunnel of the aquarium
the octopus leaned his wretched head
against the glass of his turbid pool
sucking on his breathing tube, like
a severed vein
so he could live.
He asked for his ocean. He asked me,
the daughter of the powerful race.
I was standing alone like a child stands
with her entry ticket in her hand.

Jennifer Compton

‘Octopus Speaking’ was previously published in Parker & Quink (Ginninderra Press
2004).
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To be a Cat Curled
Loss is days
passing,
the traction of years deflating
the vertical
so that a man, once a pearl in a dark mouth,
becomes sound’s flat plane.
The beating heart is corrosion,
scattering leaves,
butterflies, leaves.
Each mumbling moment.
Each frozen, irretrievable One.
Headlines could be the only things that matter;
the rest is just flesh, flow,
proliferation.
This sense that everything’s
the same and what I see – in the way
a tree emerges or an emu speeds – are the tips
of the freezing.
How to keep pace with the sun?
Never to falter. To be a cat curled
in the corner of a doorway, smiling dreamily.
Can the dream of shade
moving further out across the grass
ever be reconciled
with this tightening stiff of the gut?
On that note, how to follow a poet’s letters
to the memories of childhood
while fixated
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upon the streaked darkness, through which
I perpetually, always
without seeing, fall?

Stuart Cooke

‘To be a Cat Curled’ was published previously in Edge Music (Interactive Press 2011).
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The Waiting Earth
I don’t know the physics of how an aeroplane
stays up. Something to do with air pressure
above and below the wing.
It seems unlikely.
More than one psychic’s predicted my happy old age
on the strength of a groove
that links heart-line to ring finger. Perhaps we owe
our continued altitude
to that mark on my palm. Fellow-travellers
riffle through magazines, watch the movie.
I’m glued to the window, freed from fear
by awe. Impossible
not to love the world seen from here.
As the plane turns to land, I hang in space
over a tilted wing, absorbing forested curves,
a river’s sinuous silver.
If we held this course, spiralling down
to the waiting earth, this beauty would be here
till the moment we ploughed into it
and after.

Tricia Dearborn

‘The waiting earth’ was published previously in The Ringing World (Puncher &
Wattmann 2012).
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Fairy Floss
spun to its finest skeins
with all the strands of the past
cohering
around a flimsy balsa stick
this soft numb form
is like life’s airy drift
the flimsiest tangle
of DNA
you, me
the taste of becoming
the idea that sex
is about melting
each other
under no one’s tongue

Jennifer Harrison
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Recommendations for a Western Australian Coastal Pastoral
1. I am thinking about limits.
A. The gaps between limits. Liminal, littoral spaces.
B.The most fundamental part of ‘human’ consciousness is defined by lack of limits.
C. Unless it is limited by life and death which are themselves littoral rather than literal
2. The beach, we say, is a littoral zone. Do I repeat myself? I repeat myself.
3. In WA the beach is our playground, where our children grow.
A. A playground is a fenced space.
B. Putting a fence around the yard strikes us as being the easiest way of achieving order
out of chaos, says Wallace Stevens.1
C. When we grow into our consciousness we find our own limits and no longer need
the playground.
D. But Stevens is, of course, talking about America.
4. In the language of early settler Australians, there was no way to describe the landscape.
Even the colours were limited.
A. To paraphrase early accounts, yellow, yellow, yellow, desert, death, where is the
green?
B. Unsurprisingly, the fields in the WA wheat belt are many shades of yellow, none of
them green.
C. The most obviously green thing of WA is the ocean.
D. So it rolls like fields and is most fertile.
E. But there are no sharks in the wheat fields.
5. Flaubert says that thing about being ordered in our dailiness to be violent in our art.
A. He is also not Australian.
6. The US shore lyric is defined by Bloom as one of confronting limits of existence through
the impassable borders of the ocean (death)2.
A. WA literature is defined by being in the ocean, out past where your feet can touch
the bottom.
7. After the second fatal shark attack at Gracetown, people stopped putting their head under.
8. If oceans are fields, then when you dive under the surface you are in essence burying
yourself.
9. At the panel on sharks, the audience was asked who among them had ever had a profound
experience in the ocean.
A. Everyone put their hands up.
10. The beach must be protected, said the Premier of WA, it is our way of life. It will be our
children’s children’s way of life.
11. On a clear day with your head under water everything looks green.
A. On a less clear day, it’s the more familiar yellow.
12. From space, two things about Australia are visible: the clearing line–a yellow chevron
through the wheat belt, and the Barrier Reef–dark green in lighter green.
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A. The Reef is slowly lightening.
13. In the 1870s whipping was outlawed in WA, the wheatbelt was cleared and Australia
entered the age of enlightenment.
A. A man’s soul might be disciplined separately from his body: rational man can be
relied upon to protect his own.
B. Aborigines continued to be whipped, often for not recognising fences.
C. After failure to assimilate they became subject to the Flora and Fauna Act.
D. A man can beat an animal any which way he likes.
14. A country built on genocide is not going to preserve its intact ecosystems says the poet
from the wheatbelt.3
15. The colonial Australians we are led to believe suffered from an exile consciousness.
A. The ocean bought us. It is how we try to get back.
16. To catch a shark you bait a drumline and wait.
A. If the shark is three metres: shotto to the head.
B. Drag it past the limits of where the shore.
C. Sink it.
17. Pregnant sharks do not feed for months. A green moss grows in each of their seven rows
of teeth.
18. Around our bays we will place shark nets.
19. Fences.

Caitlin Maling

1.
2.
3.

W. Stevens, ctd in J. Kinsella, Contrary Rhetoric: Lectures on Landscape and
Literature, Fremantle, Fremantle Press, 2008, p. 257.
H. Bloom, The Anatomy of Influence: Literature as a Way of Life, New Haven, Yale
University Press, 2011, pp. 235-247.
J. Kinsella, Contrary Rhetoric: Lectures on Landscape and Literature, Fremantle,
Fremantle Press, 2008, p. 292.

‘Recommendations for a Western Australian Coastal Pastoral’ was previously published
in Cordite 54: No Theme V (May 2016).
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A Thousand-petal Woman
Who am I now?
transparent, motionless
my etheric blueprint is erased within seconds
— else am I a victim of your psychic surgery?
I need that grief back
to complete my circling
this air in which I float
has its direction of flux
this water has its own telling
it hits your face before you hear it
it has its own mind
I am gifted to see this
and yet I forget it again
I meditate upon the deceased again
I inhale Nagasaki,
exhale Hiroshima
you think that I am purified
that’s why you call me a Sufi
Whereas I am a confused woman
I have a growing homeless kid within me
she is not me, she is me,
I am.
Thus I learned how to lament on others’ behalf
and thus I learned how to claim my light before I die
for I am a thousand-petal woman
opening into universes inside universes
***
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Live or die, but don’t poison everything
Anne Sexton

Kindness is growing
from the well
in which I threw
my memory-container
it is washing over renewed cells
with pure light
magnetising floating words
to the blank paper
— as if seeing them for the first time
it is covering the sky
with a fresh cloud of hope
because kindness
must make our kind
brand new
it must save souls
from their shells
from blind knowledge
and so-called expertise
or else what is poetry
if not saving one more life

Elif Sezen
Anne Sexton’s quote is from Live or Die (Houghton Mifflin, 1970).

‘A Thousand-petal Woman’ was previously published in The Dervish with Wings
(Elif Sezen, 2017).
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from A Concise History of the Moon
III New
Every dome we built is overgrown with tendrils,
They say the time to civilize our satellite
Is coming soon;
Architects and doctors, planners with their pencils
Design and theorize and calibrate
For living-room.
Thinking stops the blood, a mounting terror festers,
The leaving of a land is no small sacrifice
Even for us;
Seldom in the drunkest dreams of our ancestors
Could such an odyssey have been devised
We dare at last.
Trapped between the smell of history and stasis,
We plot a future where forgetfulness will cross
The crescent Earth;
Children we encounter (ours or something else’s)
Will seek in vain within their glossaries
The word for birth.

Alex Skovron

‘A Concise History of the Moon’ was previously published in Towards the Equator:
New & Selected Poems (Puncher & Wattmann 2014).
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Links to Audio Visual Presentations for Poets Speaking up to Adani
Rose Lucas, ‘Lake Mungo Series’
Jennifer Mackenzie, ‘from New Energy’
Garth Madsen, ‘COAL’
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A Note from the Editor
On 30 October 2017 from 8.00am to 8.00pm (EDST Australia) Plumwood Mountain journal
posted poems as text, audio or video for a Day of Action of Poets Speaking up to Adani in
relation to the proposed mining of billions of tonnes of coal in the Galilee Basin by Adani and
other mining companies. Land Rights, native title, water, the Great Barrier Reef and impacts
on climate change are some of the interweaving threads for which protestors are speaking up
in the Stop Adani movement, and which feature in the poems collected here. At the forefront
of a multi-based community campaign to Stop Adani are the Wangan and Jagalingou and Juru
peoples. While I do not claim to speak for the traditional owners, I acknowledge and support
the Wangan and Jagalingou and Juru peoples fighting to defend their lands from Adani and
Government.
This eBook arises from the Day of Action and includes the poets who took part that day and
many more. The eBook is free, and poems from it can be used in the Stop Adani campaign
with due acknowledgement to the poets. When you download the book or use a poem from it
we ask also that you do at least one of the following:
•
•
•
•

Visit the Wangan and Jagalingou Family Council website, read about the campaign
and make a donation to their Defence of Country Fund;
Visit the Stop Adani campaign website and attend an event or design one of your own;
Visit the Australian Religious Response to Climate Change website and join one of
their actions to Stop Galilee Coal;
Write to and/or visit your local MPs to express your opposition to Adani; you will find
hints on the Stop Adani website.

Thank you to all the poets who have made their work available for this project in hope for
whole.
Anne Elvey
5 March 2018
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Contributors
Yvonne Adami’s poetry chapbook, TIDAL, was published by the Melbourne Poets Union in
2017. She assists in the organisation of literary events, workshops, readings and author talks
in her local community.
Robert Adamson’s latest collection of poetry, Net Needle, was published in May 2015 by Black
Inc in Australia and by Flood Editions in the US, and by Bloodaxe Books in the UK in May
2016.
Michael Aiken is a parent of four, living and working in Sydney. His writing is dominated by
themes of perception and self-awareness, and how they alter what we expect of reality.
A multi-award-winning writer, director, choreographer, and performer for stage and screen,
Richard James Allen’s poetry has appeared widely in journals, anthologies, and online. His
eleventh book is forthcoming. Website: www.physicaltv.com.au
Stuart Barnes was born in Hobart and lives in Rockhampton. Glasshouses (UQP 2016) won
the Thomas Shapcott Prize, was commended for the Anne Elder Award and shortlisted for the
Mary Gilmore Award. stuartabarnes.wordpress.com/ @StuartABarnes
John Bennett’s PhD champions discursive ecopoetry. He often weaves poetry into video and
photography, and a documentary on his practice, ‘Poetry at first light’, is available via Earshot,
ABC RN.
Judith Beveridge’s Sun Music: New and Selected Poems will be published in 2018. She lives in
Sydney.
Margaret Bradstock has six published collections of poetry, including The Pomelo Tree
(winner of the Wesley Michel Wright Prize) and Barnacle Rock (winner of the Woollahra
Festival Award, 2014).
Kevin Brophy is a poet, essayist and fiction writer. He teaches creative writing at the
University of Melbourne.
Anne Buchanan-Stuart is a doctoral candidate and tutor at Queensland’s Griffith University.
Her doctoral project reads philosophy and poetry together.
Michelle Cahill is an animal lover and writer who lives in Sydney. The Herring Lass is her
third collection. Her poems appear in The Lifted Brow and The Kenyon Review.
Anne M Carson is a poet/essayist and Julian Bailey is a singer (tenor)/ classical pianist.
Together they run Muse Poetica: dymanic fusion of two classic art forms – poetry and music.
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Award-winning writer/literary editor, Anne Casey has had poems published internationally
in Cordite, The Irish Times, Entropy, apt, The Murmur Journal and her collection where the lost
things go, among others.
Bonny Cassidy is the author of Certain Fathoms (Puncher & Wattmann 2012), Final Theory
(Giramondo 2014) and Chatelaine (Giramondo 2017). She runs the BA Creative Writing at
RMIT University.
Jennifer Compton lives in Melbourne and is a poet and playwright who also writes prose.
Stuart Cooke lives on the Gold Coast, where he lectures at Griffith University
Di Cousens’ poetry has been published in anthologies, journals and chapbooks. Her next
publication is the poetry chapbook, the days pass without name.
Tricia Dearborn’s most recent collection is The Ringing World (Puncher & Wattmann 2012).
She is currently completing her third full-length collection, Autobiochemistry, with the
support of an Australia Council grant.
B. R. Dionysius b 1969 in Dalby. He has since lived in Ipswich and Brisbane where he is an
English teacher, was founding Director of the Queensland Poetry Festival and in his spare
time watches birds.
Dan Disney’s latest book is either, Orpheus (UWA Publishing 2016). He teaches with Sogang
University’s English Literature Program in Seoul.
Jonathan Dunk is a PhD candidate at the University of Sydney, whose fiction, poetry, and
scholarship have been published in Meanjin, Southerly, Cordite, ABR, Tripwire, shortlisted for
the Overland VU prize, and awarded the A.D. Hope prize.
Anne Elvey, author of White on White (2018), This Flesh That You Know (2015) and Kin (2014),
is managing editor of Plumwood Mountain: An Australian Journal of Ecopoetry and Ecopoetics.
Michael Farrell grew up in Bombala, on the Monaro; his books include A Lyrebird: Selected
Poems, Cocky’s Joy, I Love Poetry and Writing Australian Unsettlement; he lives in Melbourne.
Susan Fealy is a Melbourne-based poet, writer and clinical psychologist. Her first collection,
Flute of Milk (UWAP) won the 2017 Wesley Michel Wright Prize.
Wendy Fleming is a Melbourne poet of Irish ancestors who share history of dispossession,
humiliation and resistance.
Dennis Garvey writes on assorted topics and in assorted forms, which often deal with issues
ecological and environmental.
Claire Gaskin has been publishing poetry and teaching writing skills since the 1980’s. Her
collection, a bud (John Leonard Press, 2006) completed in receipt of a Literature Board grant
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was shortlisted in the SA Literature Awards. Paperweight was published by John Hunter
Publishers in 2013.
EA Gleeson (www.eagleeson.com.au) is a poet and essayist, funeral director and celebrant
whose joy is to wonder and wander.
Phillip Hall lives in Melbourne’s Sunshine where he is a passionate member of the Western
Bulldogs Football Club. His publications include Sweetened in Coals (Ginninderra Press),
Borroloola Class (IPSI), Fume (UWAP) and (as editor) Diwurruwurru: Poetry from the Gulf of
Carpentaria (Blank Rune Press).
Kristin Hannaford’s most recent collection of poetry is Curio (Walleah Press 2014). She lives
and writes in Central Queensland.
Dr Jennifer Harrison has published seven poetry collections, most recently the chapbook
Air Variations (University of Canberra 2017). Anywhy is forthcoming from Black Pepper Press,
Melbourne. She was awarded the Christopher Brennan Award in 2012.
John Hawke teaches literary studies at Monash University.
Susan Hawthorne is the author of nine collections of poetry including Lupa and Lamb (2014),
Limen (2013), Cow (2011), and recently, a novel Dark Matters (2017).
Siobhan Hodge has a PhD in English, examining Sappho’s legacy in English translations, and
her new poetry collection Justice for Romeo addresses equine welfare issues.
Jill Jones’ most recent book is Brink. A new book, Viva the Real, is due from UQP in 2018. She
is a member of the J.M. Coetzee Centre for Creative Practice, University of Adelaide.
Patrick Jones is modelling ecological culture from his homeplace economy, composting
careerism and humanure, and fermenting everything he can get his hands on that isn’t under
lock and key.
Kit Kelen’s next volume of poetry is Poor Man’s Coat – Hardanger Poems, to be published by
UWAP in 2018.
Steve Kelly has published seven books of poetry and regularly posts to his ‘Poetry is Not Dead’
page on FaceBook
John Kinsella’s most recent books of poetry include Graphology Poems 1995–2015 (Five
Islands Press) and On the Outskirts (UQP 2017).
Originally from Saskatchewan, Allan Lake has lived in Vancouver, Cape Breton Island, Ibiza,
Tasmania, Melbourne and often retreated to Sicily. He has published 2 collections: Tasmanian
Tiger Breaks Silence (1988) and Sand in the Sole (2014).
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Anthony Lawrence has published 16 books of poems, and his most recent collection,
Headwaters, won the 2017 Prime Minister’s Award for Poetry. He is a Senior Lecturer at Griffith
university, Gold Coast, and lives on Moreton Bay.
Rose Lucas is a Melbourne poet; her most recent collection is Unexpected Clearing (UWAP
2016). She also teaches in the Graduate Research Centre at Victoria University.
Jennifer Mackenzie’s most recent work is Borobudur and Other Poems (Lontar, Jakarta 2012).
Her ‘Map/Feet’ should see the light of day soon, and she is currently working on a series of
essays on Asia-Pacific writing, ‘Writing the Continent’.
Garth Madsen is a poet and novelist. His books include Portraits of Rust (2003), Thirteen
Jesuses (2007), The Nude Mirror Exercise (2010), Frankston for Beginners (2012) and a novel,
The Everafter Man (2015).
Jennifer Maiden has 27 books: 22 poetry, 5 novels. Among awards: 3 Slessors, 2 C. J. Dennis,
overall Victorian Prize Literature, Christopher Brennan, 2 Melbourne Age Poetry Book, overall
Melbourne Age Book of Year, ALS Gold Medal. Shortlisted Griffin.
Caitlin Maling is a WA poet with two books out through Fremantle Press.
Scott-Patrick Mitchell is a poet from Perth, WA, who hopes poetry inspires the youth to
speak up and speak out in new ways.
Helen Moore is an ecopoet based in NE Scotland. Her involvement in the anti-fracking
movement has taught her the joy, beauty and power of community organised creative
resistance. www.helenmoorepoet.com
Melbourne poet and printmaker Judith Rodriguez’s recent books are The Hanging of Minnie
Thwaites and Flares; The Feather Boy will appear in 2018.
Michele Seminara is a poet and Managing Editor of Verity La. Find her on Twitter
@SeminaraMichele and at her website.
Katherine E Seppings is a poet, artist, writer, photographer, editor and publisher, with her
poems appearing in journals and anthologies, some awarded and commended, she has two
poetry collections. https://katherineseppings.com/
Elif Sezen is an Australian/Turkish multidisciplinary artist, bilingual poet/writer. Her book
Universal Mother was published by GloriaSMH Press; she also published a chapbook The
Dervish with Wings in early 2017.
Alex Skovron is the author of six poetry collections, a prose novella and a book of short
stories, The Man who Took to his Bed (2017).
pete spence b. 1946 ... poet/visual poet/artist/film maker ... still traveling well.
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Linda Stevenson is a Melbourne poet; her chapbook The Tipping Point is a collection of
ecopoems published in 2015; her recent poetry appears in literary journals, both online and in
print.
June Torcasio is a Melbourne poet with a passion for protecting the natural environment,
particularly the Great Barrier Reef, and minimising global warming.
Mark Tredinnick, winner of the Montreal Poetry Prize, is a poet and essayist. His books
include Fire Diary, Bluewren Cantos, The Blue Plateau, and The Little Red Writing Book.
Ann Vickery is the author of Devious Intimacy (2015) and The Complete Pocketbook of Swoon
(2014).
James Walton is a poet published in newspapers, and many journals, and anthologies. He
lives in the Strzelecki Mountains in South Gippsland.
Joan Katherine Webster OAM is an award winning poet, lyricist, journalist and author,
whose work has been published in a variety of genre and media for more than 60 years.
Caroline Williamson grew up in London. Her grandparents lived in Merthyr Tydfil, at the
heart of the south Wales coalfield.
Claire Rosslyn Wilson is a writer, editor and researcher and is a creative writing editor at the
human rights journal Right Now.
Robert Wood is author of Concerning A Farm. Find out more at: www.robertdwood.net
Jena Woodhouse is a poet and fiction writer who grew up on a farm near Yeppoon, on the
Capricorn Coast, central Queensland.
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